A major concern with high-performance general-purpose workstations is to speed up the execution of commands, uniprocess applications, and multiprocess applications with coarse-to medium-grain parallelism. To that end, a simple extension of a uniprocessor machine such as a shared-bus, shared-memory architecture can be employed. 1 Both kinds of machines generally use the same operating-system model (a Unix-like multitasking processing environment is the most common solution), and the same application can execute on these machines without recoding.
tion 3, 4 offers a good trade-off between speed, accuracy, and flexibility. A key point of this methodology is to find traces (a sequence of memory references generated by the running program) that both represent typical operating conditions and include all information potentially needed for an accurate simulation of the system. 5, 6 (See the sidebars for background on performance evaluation and trace generation).
We've developed a methodology and a set of tools (called Trace Factory) to generate traces for the performance evaluation of shared-bus, shared-memory multiprocessor systems. Trace Factory's hybrid methodology consists of
• tracing user references by means of a standard tracing tool, • stochastically generating the kernel references, and • simulating process scheduling and virtual-to-physical address translation.
Moreover, Trace Factory doesn't employ a standard playback of traces during the simulation phase. Instead, it uses enhanced trace-driven simulation in which the memory hierarchy conditions the reference production and the other kernel activities described above. This approach lets Trace Factory provide the accuracy crucial to the trace-generation and traceDuring recent years, academic, research, and commercial groups and individuals have developed many multiprocessor performance-evaluation methodologies and tools. These tools fall into two main categories: those that help tune applications executing on a specific computer, and those that evaluate different architectural solutions while varying software features. Important initiatives for high-performance computing, such as those from NASA, DARPA, and the NSF, have highlighted the need for tools in the first category. (See the November 1995 Computer and Winter 1995 IEEE Parallel & Distributed Technology.) Other recent tools range from simple software extensions of the processor-or operating system-monitoring software, such as PatchWrx 1 , to more sophisticated and articulated environments, such as AIMS (automated instrumentation and monitoring system). 2 Companies such as DEC, Intel, CRI, and Convex have developed ATOM (analysis tools with OM), ParAide, MPP Apprentice, and CXpa, respectively, and some academic projects, such as Paradyn, 3 have become multiplatform performancetuning software.
We focus on the second category of tools, which let computer architects tune the memory hierarchy and system parameters by selecting an arbitrary, ad hoc workload to stress the machine. The most common strategies 4 for such tools are analytical/stochastic models, complete system simulation, and trace-driven simulation. These strategies can be classified on the basis of different metrics, such as the accuracy of evaluation, cost of implementation, speed, and flexibility of the method over a wide range of architectures.
ANALYTICAL/STOCHASTIC MODELS
This strategy might appear to be the most flexible and economic solution. 5 However, these models typically do not include all the aspects that characterize cache and program behavior. So, their low accuracy might be unacceptable for a deep evaluation of complex cache-based systems. This kind of analysis could be of some use for quickly estimating system performance, before completing the evaluation with a more accurate technique.
COMPLETE SYSTEM SIMULATION
This strategy is the most flexible and accurate, because it potentially allows a detailed analysis of all the hardware and software aspects of a particular architecture, including the full operating system. Its main problem is that it requires a complete model to simulate the execution of sophisticated software such as operating systems or multiprogrammed workloads. Consequently, it usually incurs a large dilation factor, especially for high-detail simulations (such as in the SimICS 6 and SimOS 7 approaches).
In particular, for multiprocessor systems, the slowdown scales linearly with the number of CPUs being simulated. In the case of SimOS, at the deepest level of detail, a slowdown factor in the thousands occurs when simulating systems with 16 to 32 processors. 7 However, the user can control the simulation's level of detail to minimize the total simulation time.
Another tool that partially simulates the operating system activity, MINT 8 (MIPS interpreter), provides a set of simulated processors that run standard Unix executable files compiled for a MIPS R3000-based system. MINT supports spinlocks, semaphores, barriers, shared memory, and most Unix system calls. Processors generate multiple streams of memory-reference events that drive a user-provided memory-system simulator.
TRACE-DRIVEN SIMULATION
When the performance evaluation's tar-
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(Continued on page 56) utilization phases of the simulation 6 (see the sidebars).
Trace Factory is particularly useful for evaluating a multiprocessor architecture's performance related to different workloads and most of the influencing activities of the operating system. The designer can evaluate and tune architectural solutions for coherence protocol, cache structure, bus, and memory.
The Trace Factory environment
Trace Factory is an operating environment to create traces representing a specific user workload executing on a specific multiprocessor configuration with a particular kernel behavior. Starting with a set of source traces including only user references, Trace Factory can produce complete multiprocessor target traces. Source traces can be obtained through a tool based on the same microprocessor that the target system uses.
Trace Factory generates target traces by considering the source traces, the target-machine configuration (for example, the number of processors), and the three kernel aspects that most affect global performance:
• Kernel memory references-the reference bursts caused by each system call and kernel-management routine.
• Process scheduling-the dynamic assignment of a ready process to an available processor.
• Virtual-to-physical address translation-the mapping of virtual addresses produced by a running process to physical memory addresses.
Trace Factory can simply store the reference sequences into target-trace files or can supply them to the multiprocessor simulator via synchronous channels. In the latter case, Trace Factory generates the target trace according to the on-demand policy: It produces a new reference when the simulator requests one, so that the temporal behavior imposed by the memory subsystem conditions the generation of the trace.
GENERATION OF KERNEL REFERENCES
Kernel references affect performance because they interrupt the locality of the memory references of the running process, causing additional cache misses. Our hybrid approach models the kernel-reference stream through a stochastic model of references and bursts. 4 Trace Factory obtains a process-reference stream by inserting sequences of kernel references (kernel bursts) in the user-reference stream (source trace). For each kernel reference, Trace Factory produces the area referenced (code or data), the address within the get is the memory hierarchy and processor-interconnection subsystem, tracedriven simulation offers a good tradeoff between speed and accuracy. [9] [10] [11] This strategy produces a trace (a sequence of memory references generated by the running program) and uses it as input for a memory-hierarchy simulator. To ensure accuracy, traces must include both user and kernel references, and minimal time distortion must be induced by either the tracing mechanism (during the recording phase) or the simulator (in the utilization phase). (For more information, see the sidebar, "Trace generation.")
In a previous paper, we proposed the use of synthetic traces to evaluate and compare different system architectures by generating synthetic workloads. 9 A major advantage of synthetic over actual traces is their flexibility: a synthetic workload is much more controllable and can be used to "stress" a system. Actual-trace-driven and complete simulation can then be used to validate the results in actual conditions. 4 selected area, and the kind of access (read or write).
To obtain the parameters that describe our model, we use a trace that includes kernel references. In particular, we directly evaluate the probability of code or data access and of data read or write access by counting the relative occurrences of events. Concerning the locality of memory references, we evaluate three parameters for both code and data areas:
• the maximum distance between two consecutive references, • the maximum amplitude of the distribution of distances between two consecutive references, and • the percentage of backward references over the total number of nonsequential accesses.
We use these parameters to set up the shape of an empirical function that gives, step by step, the next address to be inserted into the synthetic kernel-reference stream. 4 Two statistics govern the generation of kernel bursts: the length of each burst and the distance between the starting point of two consecutive bursts. We measure the distribution of the kernel-burst length and the distance between the beginning of two successive bursts in real traces.
If the tracing tool records the system-call positions, the burst insertion will be driven by this information collected in the source traces. This lets us generate more accurate workloads (for example, considering that the processes typically exhibit a different number of system calls). This hybrid methodology introduces approximations concerning both the generated address and the distribution of kernel bursts. The weight of such error appears to be somewhat limited, considering that our goal is the trace generation for performance evaluation of the memory subsystem.
To estimate the error induced by the synthetic generation of the kernel-reference stream, we consider a series of eight processor traces distributed by Carnegie Mellon University and obtained on an Encore Multimax (shared-bus multiprocessor) machine (see Table 1 ). These traces represent a wide variety of application domains; they include both user and kernel references. The Multimax ran a version of Carnegie Mellon's Mach operating system. Table 2 includes the kernel-access percentages (code, data, and write) and the statistics concerning the distribution of burst distance and lengths. The table summarizes the distance and length by average value (µ) and standard deviation (σ).
We employed trace-driven simulation to compare the results of four situations:
Tracing techniques include hardware and software solutions. Further classification is problematic, because each tool has at least one feature that makes it unique and precludes it from being grouped with others.
HARDWARE SOLUTIONS
Hardware monitoring potentially provides the highest accuracy. With this technique, Bart Vashaw and Drew Wilson have used two identical machines (Encore Multimax 320s) to collect traces. 1 Their procedure records at full speed the references generated by the traced machine into the tracing machine's memory until the trace memory is exhausted. Then, the tracing machine starts storing the traces. The procedure inserts time stamps at synchronization points to allow the correct replay of the collected traces. Its main advantages are accuracy and the absence of time distortion and intrusiveness. Its most critical drawback is that modern processor technology encourages the adoption of on-chip caches, so that a large number of memory references are handled internally and can no longer be captured by the hardware tracing mechanism. Other limiting factors are the high cost of implementation and the lack of completeness (fragmentation) of the trace gathered, because of the limited size of storage buffers. Finally, traces obtained from a multiprocessor machine through hardware techniques cannot be employed for an exhaustive performance analysis of the system, because producing traces with a variable number of processors is impractical.
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
Software tracing methods include program instrumentation, single-step execution, and microcode modification. These methods all suffer to varying degrees from time dilation because their tracing mechanisms generate a heavy overhead. This overhead drastically changes the relative timing of asynchronous events, resulting in lower accuracy compared to hardware approaches.
Program instrumentation
This method adds a set of instructions to create at runtime the portion of the trace relative to each basic block (a sequence of machine-level instructions not containing branches) throughout the program. The instrumentation phase can be activated at either the source or executable level. The latter is simpler for the user to handle, but it is difficult to implement and might not allow instrumentation of all programs. On the other hand, instrumentation at the assembly level is easy, but the user must have access to the entire source code. Also, the lack of completeness in the trace limits the model's accuracy, because capturing references of kernel routines is difficult.
Mptrace, 3 Trapeds, 4 and TangoLite In all these situations, we measure global system power as GSP = ∑U cpu , where and T delay is the total CPU delay time caused by waiting for memory-operation completions. The GSP depends 
Single-step execution
This method works with microprocessors that allow a program's execution to be interrupted after each instruction. Because kernel routines typically disable interruptions, this technique usually cannot capture references generated by the execution of kernel routines. In the trace generator implemented by Eggers and Randy Katz for the Sequent architecture, 6 the tracing mechanism uses trace-trap facilities to halt at each instruction and dump trace information, both for instructions and their operands.
Microcode modification
This technique can be considered as either a hardware or a software methodology. We have chosen to classify it as a software solution because it causes a slowdown for the processor, like other traditional software techniques. ATUM (address tracing using microcode) uses processor microcode to record references in a reserved part of the main memory as a side effect of normal execution. 7 Compared with other techniques, it leads to fewer distortions and very fast recording (only 10× slowdown). All the system activities can be observed, with no additional required hardware. Its disadvantages include poor flexibility, and the trace length is limited to the amount of the memory reserved for the trace storage.
WHICH SOLUTION TO USE?
When the goal is to compare different architecture solutions, analyzing the system behavior under predefined and controlled workloads becomes important. So, for trace generation to be effective,
• traces must represent actual workloads for the target machine, and • the designer must be able to produce proper traces to investigate the system's behavior in specific (possibly critical) workload conditions. (Continued from page 57) Tables 3 and 4 show all these metrics-that is, GSP, bus utilization, miss rate, and write transactions. Tables 3 and 4 show error percentages with respect to the values obtained from the actual traces. Columns a to d correspond to the four situations listed above. The simulations use 64-byte blocks and the Dragon coherence protocol. 2 The timing parameters for the 64-bit bus are the same as in the example we'll discuss in the next section (see Table 7 , Timing I). We analyzed a sample trace of 2,500,000 references per processor. Table 3 shows the results of simulations for a 256-Kbyte, directmapped cache. Although both the miss rate and the number of bus transactions incur large errors, the GSP values show a relatively low error, because the system has low bus utilization (Ӎ 45%). The percentage of error for the GSP increases with high bus utilization. Table 4 shows the results of a simulation for a smaller cache size (64 Kbytes), with 65.5% average bus utilization.
In any case, the insertion of a stochastically generated kernel-reference stream reduces the error, compared to traces not including kernel references (compare columns c and d to column b). The insertion of kernel references derived from statistics collected from other traces (MP3D) introduces a lower error in respect to traces consisting of only user references (compare columns d and b). This shows that our methodology is useful when we have only a tracing tool that cannot capture kernel references. Our methodology's accuracy concerning the memory subsystem also depends on the behavioral differences between the workload from which the kernel statistics are extracted and the applications to which the synthetic kernel-generation model is applied.
PROCESS MANAGEMENT
One main goal of the multiprocessor scheduler is to provide an acceptable degree of load balance to let the programmer develop applications without caring about the load distribution on the processors. Nevertheless, load balance induces process migration that causes further coherence overhead. That is, the migration of a process can replicate in more than one cache a memory block belonging to a private area of that process. The coherence protocol treats these copies as shared. Such passive sharing 7 or process-migration sharing 1 results in a heavy and useless burden for the shared bus. Furthermore, on every context switch, a burst of cache misses occurs, because of the loading of the working set of the new process. A scheduling policy based on cache affinity can reduce the effects of process migration and context switches. 8 Cache-affinity scheduling tries to schedule a process on the processor where it last executed, to minimize cache misses after a context switch by reusing the blocks recently stored in the local cache. Trace Factory models process management by simulating a simple scheduler. The input parameters for the scheduler are the number of processes (N proc ), the number of processors on the target machine (N cpu ), the time slice in terms of number of references (T slice ), the process-scheduling policy (cache affinity or random), and the process-activation policy (nonblocking or twophase). To simulate the scheduler, Trace Factory
• starts from a set of source traces including a synthetic kernel (one trace for each uniprocess application and as many traces as the number of processes belonging to the multiprocess application) and • produces as many target traces as the number of processors of the target machine.
By using the on-demand policy, the speed of each simulated processor and the memory hierarchy influence the scheduling activity, just as in real systems.
For
At the simulation start-up, all the processes are ready and are inserted in a proper queue, R 1 . Initially, the scheduler randomly selects N cpu processes, and each running process has a different time slice (the process running on processor i is assigned a time slice T i = I · T slice /N cpu ). On each processor, after the first context switch, the next scheduled process is regularly assigned T slice . This strategy, typically adopted in multiprocessor operating systems, avoids a context switch being needed simultaneously on all processors every T slice . Such a situation would produce an overlap of miss peaks on all caches. This overlap would cause bus saturation because of the bus transactions needed to fetch missing blocks from memory.
On a context switch, the scheduler extracts a process from R 1 and assigns the process to the available processor. Process selection can follow the cache-affinity policy or can just be random. The scheduler can manage the preempted process in two ways. The nonblocking activation policy immediately inserts the preempted process into R 1 . This strategy potentially suffers from starvation: a target trace might not include the references of a process, when the trace's length is short and N proc /N cpu ӷ 1. The two-phase activation policy uses another queue, R 2 , which is initially empty (see Figure  1) . On every context switch, the scheduler inserts the preempted process into R 2 (phase one). As soon as R 1 becomes empty, the scheduler takes all the processes from R 2 and inserts them into R 1 (phase two). This strategy ensures that a process does not have to wait an indefinite time for its turn. Indeed, a process cannot execute n + 1 times before each other process executes n times.
For multiprocess applications, source traces must include synchronization tags representing the actual synchronization sequence of the parallel-application execution. 9 In this case, the process scheduling is driven by the time slice and the synchronization sequence for multiprocess applications. When a process reaches an out-of-order synchronization event, it is inserted into the Blocked waiting queue (see Figure 1) to wait for the synchronization event. Then, it enters either R 1 or R 2 , depending on the activation policy.
VIRTUAL-TO-PHYSICAL ADDRESS TRANSLATION
In virtual-memory models based on paging, a running process might produce virtual and physical references that have different localities. The mapping of sequential virtual pages into nonsequential physical pages causes this difference and influences the number of intrinsicinterference (or conflict) misses caused by interferences among kernel code and data, user data, and code accesses in the same cache set. We model the virtual-to-physical address translation as follows (see Figure 2) . We suppose that each process has its own address space for code and private data. The kernel and its associated data structures reside at the bottom of the virtual address space of each process. When a set of processes shares a memory area, the system ensures that for such processes, the shared area is mapped on the same set of physical-memory pages. When a number of instances of the same application are active, their code is shared. Finally, kernel instances share a unique set of physical memory pages.
Each process starts its execution without any page being stored into physical memory in advance. As soon as a process tries to operate a location in a page that does not reside in the physical memory, a page fault is generated and the pertinent page is allocated (on-demand paging). This page fault triggers a context switch, and the process is suspended from execution and spends a predefined number of cycles in the Blocked waiting queue, as is the case for any other synchronization event.
In this way, we model the delay needed to fetch the required page from disk. Because the traces usually lack any information concerning I/O operations, no other aspect of I/O interaction is considered.
Using Trace Factory
We used Trace Factory to evaluate and compare five coherence protocols for a shared-bus, shared-memory multiprocessor, using three typical workloads and two bus timings. We evaluated the protocols' performance for global system power and bus utilization, because for this kind of machine, the shared bus is the bottleneck that limits the architecture's scalability.
SOURCE-TRACE PRODUCTION
Typical workloads for a multiprocessor workstation consist of a set of Unix commands, uniprocess applications, and multiprocess applications. We selected some typical Unix commands (awk, cp, dd, du, lex, rm, and ls) with different command-line options, three utility programs (Cjpeg, Djpeg, and Gzip), a network application (Telnet), and a user application (Msim, the multiprocessor simulator used in this work). In a typical situation, various users might run different system commands and ordinary applications. To take into account that users can use the same program at different times, we traced some commands in shifted execution sections: initial (beg) and middle (mid). Table 5 describes these source traces in terms of the number of distinct (unique) blocks the program uses; code, data-read, and data-write access percentages; and the number of system calls. Because the sharing pattern of parallel applications significantly influences a multiprocessor's performance, we considered two parallel programs with different sharing behavior, MP3D and Cholesky, both from the Splash suite. MP3D simulates rarefied hypersonic flow; the generated trace relates to a case of 10,000 molecules and 20 time steps. Cholesky factorizes a sparse positive definite matrix, using the homonymous method. For Cholesky, we generated the trace using as input a 1,806 × 1,806 matrix with 30,284 nonzero elements coming from the Boing/Harwell sparse matrix test (bcsttk14). We used TangoLite (see the sidebar, "Trace generation") to produce all source traces. Thus, the traces belong to MIPS-based machines. We traced the parallel applications on a virtual multiprocessor having as many processors as the number of application processes. Table 6 summarizes the statistics for the multiprocess application traces. Two metrics-write-run length (WRL) and external rereads (XRR)-characterize access patterns to shared data. 3 The first is the number of write operations from a given processor to a memory block before another processor accesses that block. (A writerun is the sequence of write-eventually interleaved by read-references.) The second metric indicates how many read operations will use a block after one write-run has terminated and before another starts. A natural use of write-run statistics is to select the better coherence strategy between write-invalidate and write-update for a given workload. A long write-run suggests that a writeinvalidate coherence protocol should be chosen. The cost of the initial miss (caused by invalidation) is balanced by the large amount of bus traffic saved because all the subsequent write operations can execute locally during the write-run. A large number of external rereads indicates to what extent different processors need a copy and, therefore, whether a write-update strategy would be convenient.
The write-run length also indicates whether a specific shared address exhibits fine-grain sharing, or whether each processor uses that address sequentially over long periods of time. 3 For our test case, the statistics show that
• MP3D exhibits coarse-grained sharing, because the average write-run length varies from 5.89 to 11.88; and • Cholesky exhibits medium-grained sharing, having an average write-run length from 2.00 to 5.10.
TARGET WORKLOAD PRODUCTION AND SIMULATED-ARCHITECTURE PARAMETERS
The source traces considered in the previous paragraph are unscheduled; they do not include kernel references; and the references involve virtual addresses. For our protocol analysis, we generated three workloads: UniP, Mix1, and Mix2. UniP incorporates 30 uniprocess applications from Table 5 . Mix1 and Mix2 consist of 30 uniprocess applications and the load from a parallel application (MP3D and Cholesky, respectively) that generates a number of processes equal to one-half of the processors available on the machine (see Table 6 ).
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Kernelburst model Kernelreference model Figure 3 . The global scheme to produce and use a target trace in a simulation. Figure 3 shows the scheme for producing a target trace for Mix1.
The simulator 4 used for our analysis characterizes a multiprocessor in terms of CPU, cache, and bus parameters (see Table 7 ). The CPU parameters are the clock cycle, the minimal number of clock cycles for a read/write operation, and the temporal distribution of the memory accesses. We describe this distribution in terms of the maximum number (M) of references per time interval and the probability that this interval contains exactly 0, 1, 2, …, M memory references. That time interval is a fixed number of CPU clock cycles.
The cache parameters are cache size, block size, associativity, and the duration of a read/write operation on a cached copy. The simulator employs a least recently used (LRU) replacement policy. We can simulate eight different bus-based coherence protocols.
Finally, the bus parameters are the number of CPU clock cycles for each kind of transaction: write, invalidation, updateblock, and memory-to-cache and cache-tocache read-block.
The target architecture of our analysis is a multiprocessor consisting of a set of MIPS-R3000-like independent processors (ranging from two to 28). Each processor has a 256-Kbyte, two-way set-associative cache. The processors access shared memory via a 64-bit shared bus. The page size is 4 Kbytes; the time slice is 200,000 references; and the analyzed execution time corresponds to 2,500,000 references per processor. For choosing a process on a context switch, we adopted random selection from the ready queue, with two-phase activation. The simulations involved two block sizes: 64 bytes and 128 bytes, which generated two different sets of timings for bus transactions (see Table 7 ).
EVALUATING COHERENCE PROTOCOLS UNDER DIFFERENT WORKLOADS
We used the target traces we've described to analyze the behavior of coherence protocols as a function of the workload features. We chose these protocols: Dragon, PSCR 10 (passive-shared-copy removal), Berkeley, Update Table 7 . Numerical values of some input parameters for the multiprocessor simulator (times are in clock cycles). Once, 11 and Competitive Snoopy Caching. (A book by Milo Tomasevic and Veljko Milutinovic provides background on Dragon, Berkeley, Competitive Snoopy Caching, and other protocols and aspects related to cache coherence. 2 ) Dragon uses a write-update (write-broadcast) strategy, whereas the other protocols use an invalidation strategy. PSCR employs selective invalidation to limit the number of passive shared copies. It invalidates the copies belonging to the private data area of a process as soon as another processor fetches them. Berkeley and Update Once invalidate on the first or second write on a shared copy, respectively. Competitive Snoopy Caching switches from writeupdate to write-invalidate for each cached block, when the number of cycles for write broadcasts issued equals the sum of the cycles potentially needed to reread the block. This technique limits the coherence-related overhead to twice the optimal value.
CLASS PARAMETER TIMING I TIMING II
Let's first examine the UniP workload, in which actually shared areas belong only to the kernel, and further shared copies are generated because of process migration. These passive-shared copies are the main percentage of total shared copies. As we expected, PSCR performs best (see Figure 4) , because it systematically destroys these passive shared copies. For the same reason, all the protocols that invalidate shared copies perform better than Dragon. We used the two block sizes to show how the different bus timings influence performance.
Dragon performs poorly compared to the other protocols because it causes bus saturation for a lower number of processors (see Figure 5 ). Much of this load consists of write transactions on shared copies, which are caused by process migration. Figure 6 , which shows the percentage of write transactions on passive shared copies for Dragon, highlights the passive-sharing phenomenon. 7 Berkeley, Update Once, and Competitive Snoopy Caching achieve fewer write transactions and invalidations by using other invalidation policies. These indiscriminating invalidation strategies, which act on all shared copies, might cause a miss raise (an increase in misses) on account of active shared-copy invalidations. Those protocols use a portion of the bus bandwidth for read-block transactions and a much smaller portion for write transactions and invalidations. In particular, Berkeley's invalidation reduces the amount of shared copies and thus the number of invalidation transactions. At the same time, this strategy causes a miss increase whose consequences are less important because the protocol heavily employs the cheaper cache-to-cache transactions. Figure 7 shows the system behavior for Mix1 and Mix2. The introduction of a parallel application with coarse-grain sharing (Mix1) decreases the global performance for each protocol (except Dragon), because of the active-shared-copy overhead required to keep those copies coherent (see Figure 7a and b). (This effect is also evident on the bus-utilization-ratio graphs in Figure 8 .) In the case of Dragon, this behavior is not appreciable, because it saturates the bus, starting from a low number of processors. Even for these workloads, the behavior changes with the block size, and Berkeley exhibits the worst penalization with the 128-byte block. Medium-grain sharing (Mix2) decreases overhead (see Figure 7c and d). Because the protocols adopt different invalidation strategies, they behave differently for different timing costs for write, invalidation, and read-block transactions. In particular, Competitive Snoopy Caching takes advantage of Timing II. Finally, Table 8 reports the statistics of target traces obtained for Dragon with Timing I. We focus on Dragon to better highlight passive-sharing effects, because Dragon does not use shared-copy invalidation.
Comparing the write-run statistics of Tables 6 and 8 reveals how kernel activities and uniprocess applications (particularly process migration) modify the write-runs of source traces. Because the writerun, or in other words the sharing pattern, influences the cost of maintaining coherence, the introduction of kernel modeling is strongly motivated in the evaluation of such multiprocessors.
This example of performance evaluation shows that Trace Factory can
• produce traces that include aspects of kernel activity, starting from tracing tools that cannot capture kernel references; and • generate more flexible traces (for example, adding more applications, varying the number of processors, or varying parameters that influence the scheduling or the virtual-memory management), starting from traces obtained with other tools.
We performed all simulations on a PC using a 133-MHz Pentium and the Linux operating system. The estimated total computation time was 32 µs per reference, of which 1.2 µs (3.75%) was required by Trace Factory. O ur methodology is useful in all the situations in which we have a tracing tool that cannot record kernel references. We used Trace Factory to evaluate shared-bus, shared-memory multiprocessors, but it can also work for other models of multiprocessors. Other evaluation methodologies (such as those based on complete simulation) can obviously provide better accuracy, but our proposed solution represents a good trade-off between speed, accuracy, and complexity. In particular, the environment is very flexible, and the evaluation of a machine running special and critical workloads requires short setup and simulation time. Our hybrid methodology will be useful also in other fields in which standard tools eventually cannot trace all types of references. This is the case, for example, with embedded-system evaluation.
